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This article carries out an investigation of color curriculum 
teaching in some famous universities in mainland China, Taiwan, America 
and Japan, comparing their goals, contents, implement and evaluation of 
curriculum.  it is discovered that most of mainland China’s universities 
also follow the traditional Japan’s education of color composition that 
turns all the extremely creative topics and individual characteristics 
into simple formula, and divides art feeling and education of creative 
thinking into trivial geometry computation and handmade assignment, which 
departs from the original aim of cultivating students’ creative thought. 
It is also discovered that the content of color teaching doesn’t follow 
the development of information society, and lacks digital-color-related 
courses and measure innovation in teaching implement. 
Accordingly, This article explored problems on “how to choose 
subjects to cultivate students’ creative thought”, “how to develop 
teaching of this curriculum” and so on. The aims which set the curriculum 
goal are the relationship between education for all-around development 
and color teaching, the design patterns and medium transformation in 
digital media information society, and the creative thinking pattern of 
students studying Artistic design. In regard to the curriculum content, 
it is proposed to increase courses of digital color and Chinese folk color, 
following principle of “thought cultivation plus skill introduction”; 
This article also bring forwards three sorts of color creative thinking 
process and thinking method, namely “look”, “think” and “draw”, 
adopting the way of problem-research that each topic is carried out 
through one game, and the thinking process of each topic is also the 
creative thinking cultivation process for students; This article adopts 
post-modern teaching thoughts and refers to a new color teaching pattern 














constructing new knowledge and cultivating their creative thought. 
The new color composition curriculum carried out by the author is 
experimentalized in teaching in design classes in Nanyang College in 
Xiamen. With the self-made reference material about digital color, I put 
my teaching pattern and implement method mentioned before into practice. 
Finally, it cultivates students’study interest greatly and promotes the 
development of their non-intelligence. The students of this experimental 
class have made great progress in all-round design, self-study ability 
and thinking ability. 
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